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if this control system is slightly unfamiliar,
the simplified handling may mean you
spend more time adjusting to the way the
game is played, rather than the other way
around. but one of the key features of
battlestation: midway is the freedom of
control; a fact which is not only apparent
in the gameplay, but also how it's
presented. for example, in one of the
missions you're asked to follow the allied
fleet while simultaneously firing on
japanese forces. that requires extreme
precision, something which is extremely
difficult to achieve in one of the tutorial
missions without a score of assists. the
missions are also a great way to learn the
workings of battlestation: midway,
because they give a good sense of how
units behave on a large scale and in a
variety of different situations. for
example, playing as the japanese forces, i
found that they would immediately bomb
anything which came within their range,
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regardless of whether they were
attacking the allied task force or
engaging their own. however, they would
also fight to the last man, and if you could
go after the same target, they would split
into several groups to attack it from
several angles. this meant you had to
learn the positioning of your units, which
could then be used to your advantage. for
a game which is based on real-life battles,
battlestation: midway isn't afraid to get
its hands dirty, with the average mission
taking around two hours to complete. as
you progress, you're given new units
which come with their own attributes and
strengths and weaknesses, and
depending on your strategy, you'll end up
with a team of units which work in
harmony. this means that, when faced
with the option to attack the same target
from different angles, it's worth bringing
up your radar to ensure your units aren't
fighting each other.
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Battlestation Midway Full Iso

if you love battlestation 1942, this is the
only way you can play it. although the
aircraft models are quite good, theyre

incredibly limited. you can add the
missions and change the difficulty level,
but you can only change the commands

for aircraft. you can't add a flight of
bombers to lead a strike, for example.
fortunately, you have access to the full

campaign of battlestation 1942, the non-
campaign scenarios, the multiplayer

features, and the training exercises. thats
a lot of content for a computer game that

was released in 2009. you can even
access the map editor, which means you
can save your favorites and even create
your own maps for use in the multiplayer
features. while the original battlestation
1942 is incredible, the mediocre controls
and outdated graphics left a bad taste in
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my mouth. with the g513, i felt better
about the controls and graphics, though i

found myself wishing the planes had
more individuality and customization. if

you have trouble finding a keyboard with
rgb lighting, this one is worth considering.

at around $100, it is a reasonable
investment to improve your battlestation

1942 game experience. battlestation
midway is a game that deserves your

time. it's ambitious, technically
accomplished and full of historical detail.
it's just a shame that the controls feel so
wonky, and the fact that the ai will only

perform for five minutes at a time makes
the whole thing feel a little bit too much
like "let's just have a few rounds of free
for all" instead of an epic showdown for

control of the pacific ocean. youll soon be
able to take command of literally every

single ship in the pacific theatre of world
war ii thanks to battlestation midway. it's

a game that feels like a cross between
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several of the strategy titles that have
popped up recently, including command
and conquer and dawn of war, but with a
lot more historical accuracy. 5ec8ef588b
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